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The C-Model - Terminology Matters

Consulting a variety of dictionaries and publications, crmmon elements of these terms werc identified:

Contract; An anangement of action to fulfill an obligation, Agreement is formalized to carry out certain actions and produce

certain deliverables in exchanqe for some aoreed upon benefit or resource (e.9., funding). This type of relationship
represents a set of expectations, such as one party requests and the other does and delivers for some agreed upon
value/benefit. Expectations for each party and details are usually reflected in a formal, stipulated, and timelimited
document. When the contract is done, engaged parties typically go their separate ways because the need and the benefits
have been achieved.

Gooperation: Two or more individuals/groups aqree to not comoete and to work toward a shared interest or qoal with each
using their own resources and proceeding in their own direction, but in cooperative ways. lt is an informal, cordial, and
supportive relationship, but not one specifically targeting mutual commitment to or learning from each other. Another
example of this type of relationship exists with projects that are funded as cooperative agreements.ln such instances,
multiple, related projects are funded, with the expectation of sharing experiences and results, and sometimes, agreeing to
participate in coordinated (see below) activities (e,9., inquiries, developments) proposed by the funding agency.

Coordination: A more formal relationship than cooperation when one team has a primary rolehesponsibility and resources
for a research or scholarship project, Participation from other sites is sought to increase sample size, enhance
generalizability, and/or achieve some other desired attribute or goal of the prcject, ln such instances, coordinated sites may
not have to draw on their own responses, in part or completely. Coordinated relationships include specifying roles and
responsibilities, tasks along a timeline, and protocols for implementation toward a common purpose and outcome,

Collaboration: This term reflects the commitment to each other in achievinq shared qoals. Collaboration is often described
as a state of shared interests, work. and actions for which a number of individuals/groups contribute individually toward
achieving efficacy of the whole and the targeted goals/outcomes. That is, they achieve better results toqether than on their
own, lndividuals (or groups) come together because they recognize common interests, needs, or desire to seize a similar
opportunity. They mobilize people and resources, develop a shared vision, seek support and the involvement of specific
others, and choose an effective group structure for deciding and achieving their shared work. They work to build trust
among themselves and develop learning opportunities for members.

Partnership: This term is often described as reflecting strons commitment to not only gather individuals with shared
interests, needs, and desires for opportunities, but that such a relationship is characterized by an expressed or implied
commitment to combine asseb to accomplish a common goalthat is typically represented in a fonnal, bindinq aqreement.

Collaborative Partnership: This term couples the explicit commitment to each other and to shared goals, with agreement
to combine assets, mutually manaqe such assets in pursuit of shared outcomes. Partnerc also aqree to a specific, more
formal collaborative process of working togethel learning from each other, and makinq decisions. This category also
includes specific types of partnership, such as research-practice partnerships in education (e.g., educational researcherc -
educatons to facilitate research results translated to improvements in practice and vice vena) and practice-based research
networks (e.9., AMA ISTEP: lnnovative Strategies for Transforming Education of Physicians (2007), Educational
lnnovations Project (ElP - ACGME lntemal Medicine Residency Review Committee, 2006), and Emergency Medicine
Educational Research Group (EMERGe,2012- EM training programs).

Each of the types of relationships and processes can be applicable and desired for different circumstances, The key is to
know what you want up front and to recognize when there may be changing needs or opportunities to switch to a different
relationship.
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CRITICAL FEATURES/CONSIDERATIONS:

Step 1 - ldentify Potential Collaborators: Starting at the top of the graphic (#1), identify the primary purpose and
specific goal(s) or research question of your educational scholarship project, What are your secondary purposes,

goals, questions? Next think about the type of individuals or groups with whom you need or want to collaborate to

achieve those goals. Give serious thought to specific individuals to invite to join with you/your group and why.

Step 2 - Make lnitial Contacts: Plan purposefully how to make contact and open communications. For example,

do you have sufficient shared interesb and needs and desires to work together to even consider taking this to the
next step? How might you approach the individual(s) and plan the first encounter/introduction.

Step 3 - Take Stock: What do you/your group have to offer that would be valued by others. Also, consider and the
extent to which the potential collaborator/partner (individual or group) can contribute to meeting you/your group's

needs and interests. ls there enough mutual benefit and affinity to make this worthwhile to purcue. To a degree,

there is a bit of "chemistry" that is important to sense, Just having complementary expertise, resources, and skills is
not enough. People have to be able to work together and get along, personality and style-wise - at least to some

degree, if this is going to be productive, enjoyable, and longJasting.

Step 4 - Achieve an Initial Good Fit lf you've gotten this far, then it is time to identify initial parameters and

agreements how to get an initial "good fit" to try out the relationship. This might be accomplished with a "first step" of
designing an initial project to focus on together - perhaps a literature review (if one has not already been published)

or to design and pilot a particular teaching method/innovation or instrument before incorporating it into a study. This

could provide mutually valued benefit and incentive (e.9., perhaps submit the teaching resource MedEdPORTAL for
publication).

Step 5 - Drill to Details: Working out the details as to who will do what, when, and how and who will take the lead is

where the details matter, This is an important step to achieving the "first project" and to examining if you can

mutually achieve beneficial processes that are effective, worthwhile, and viable for longer term work together.

Step 6 - Put into Practice: lmplement the project, monitor, keep communications open, expect missteps and be

ready to identify and make mid-course adjustments in processes, and in how you communicate and work together.

Step 7 - Refine for Besf Fif Use what you learn from Step 6 to refine the collaborative process for operations,

communications, and decision-making. This debrieling and exploration of how to make working together better and
productive leads to future success, What would you do the same in the future? What needs to change if you are
going to remain collaborative? A good job at this step will lead naturally to Step 8.

Step 8 - Evaluate and Reflect: At this step, you evaluate the overall experience, reflect on pros and cons and

together decide regarding continuing to develop the relationship or to part ways - cordially and collegially. lf you

decide to continue, then you will likely be able to shorten the cycle by returning to either Step 2, 3, or 5 to begin

again, lf you decide to part, then you may have suggestions for each other about other potential collaboratorc or
partners to whom you might approach and you've probably learned a lot in this initial process about what you desire,

need, and can do to enhance the next collaborative relationship that you might pursue.

Your notes and reflections:
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The c-Model components and 8-step Approach to practicarApprication
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